Abstract: Rayleigh-Sommerfeld back-propagation can be used to reconstruct the three-dimensional light field responsible for the recorded intensity in an in-line hologram. Deconvolving the volumetric reconstruction with an optimal kernel derived from the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld propagator itself emphasizes the objects responsible for the scattering pattern while suppressing both the propagating light and also such artifacts as the twin image. Bright features in the deconvolved volume may be identified with such objects as colloidal spheres and nanorods. Tracking their thermally-driven Brownian motion through multiple holographic video images provides estimates of the tracking resolution, which approaches 1 nm in all three dimensions.
In-line holographic video microscopy offers time-resolved information regarding the threedimensional distribution of matter that scatters a beam of laser light [1, 2] . The scattered light interferes with the unscattered portion of the beam in the focal plane of an otherwise conventional microscope. A video camera then records the intensity of the magnified interference pattern with time resolution set by the exposure time and frame rate of the camera. Each holographic snapshot in the resulting video stream contains, in principle, comprehensive information regarding the three-dimensional distribution of matter.
Variants of this technique differ principally in how the holographic snapshots are analyzed. Fitting recorded holograms to results based on the exact theory of light scattering [3, 4] has been used to track colloidal spheres with nanometer resolution [3, 4, 5] , to characterize individual spheres' sizes, refractive indexes [3, 4, 6, 7] , and porosities [8] , and to detect molecular-scale coatings on micrometer-scale colloidal substrates [4, 6] . This wealth of information comes at a price. The nonlinear least-squares fits are computationally intensive, and must be targeted specifically for the kinds of samples being analyzed.
In-line holograms also may be analyzed more generally and more efficiently by numerically reconstructing the three-dimensional light field [1, 2, 9] with scalar diffraction integrals [10] . Such volumetric reconstructions do not commonly account for the physical properties of the scattering medium. Rather, the medium is treated as an isotropic and homogeneous dielectric. Bright features in the reconstruction then are identified with discrete objects in the sample [1, 2, 5] , particularly those that are smaller than the wavelength of light [5] . Dynamical measurements based on tracking such features through holographic video sequences have demonstrated 10 nm resolution for three-dimensional location of colloidal spheres [5] and nanorods [11] , albeit with large systematic axial offsets in some cases [5] .
Features in holographic reconstructions can be emphasized by deconvolving the reconstructed light distribution with the volumetric point-spread function for the reconstruction process [12, 13] . Here, we demonstrate and quantitatively assess the tracking resolution of holographic deconvolution microscopy using the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction integral both to reconstruct the volumetric intensity distribution and also to deconvolve it. For micrometer-scale colloidal spheres, the results suggest typical in-plane resolution approaching 1 nm and axial resolution of 10 nm. Three-dimensional tracking of metal-oxide nanorods yields comparably good results for locating the center of mass, and 1 • orientation resolution in three dimensions.
Our in-line holographic microscope has been described previously [2] . It consists of a commercial inverted microscope stand (Nikon TE2000U) outfitted with a high-numerical-aperture oil-immersion objective (Nikon Plan-Apo, 100×, NA 1.4). The conventional illuminator is replaced with the collimated beam from a fiber-coupled diode laser (Coherent Cube) operating at a vacuum wavelength of 445 nm. The linearly polarized beam has a total power of 15 mW spread uniformly over 9 mm 2 . Holographic images are captured by a low-noise gray-scale video camera (NEC TI 324A-II) and are recorded as an uncompressed digital video stream at 30 frames per second with a total system magnification of 135 nm/pixel. The camera's 0.5 ms exposure time is fast enough to avoid measurable effects of motion blurring [4, 14, 15, 16] .
The incident plane wave,
is characterized by an amplitude profile u 0 (r) and a polarizationε 0 that we assume not to vary along the propagation direct,ẑ. The scattered wave,
propagates in three dimensions with complex amplitude E s (r, z) and spatially varying polarizationε(r, z). Their superposition at point r in the focal plane yields the interference pattern
Placing the scatterer above the focal plane ensures both that polarization rotations are small,ε * 0 · ε(r, 0) ≈ 1, and also that the scattered wave is substantially less intense than the illumination. Normalizing by the illumination's intensity distribution I 0 (r) = u 2 0 (r) then yields
where the reduced scattered field is E R (r, z) = E s (r, z)/u 0 (r). In practice, the background image, I 0 (r), can be obtained either by moving the sample out of the field of view, or by taking a running median filter of a time-evolving sample. If the complex scattered field were completely specified in the focal plane, it could be reconstructed at height z as the convolution
of the scattered amplitude in the focal plane with the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld propagator [10] h(r, −z) = 1 2π
where R 2 = r 2 + z 2 . The sign convention for z accounts for the object's position upstream of the focal plane. Equation (6) may be rewritten with the Fourier convolution theorem as
whereẼ
is the in-plane Fourier transform of E R (r, z) and where
is the Fourier transform of h(r, −z) [10, 17, 18] . To use this formalism to reconstruct the scattered field, we note that the Fourier transform of b(r) is
From this,
may be recognized as the superposition of the scattered field at height z above the focal plane and a spurious field due to the object's mirror image in the focal plane, which is known as the twin image. The twin image's influence on the reconstructed field may be reduced by moving the sample away from the focal plane.
In the further approximation that the illumination is uniform, the reconstructed field is
The associated intensity, I R (r, z) = |E R (r, z)| 2 , is an estimate for the scattered light's intensity at height z above the focal plane. This reconstruction differs from a numerically refocused image [1] because it comprises only the scattered field and not its superposition with the incident field.
The reconstruction also is not simply a representation of the object responsible for the scattered field, or even of the scattered field itself. The projection operation in Eq. (6) does not account for light's distortion by the object itself. The reconstructed field thus includes artifacts upstream of each singularity, or caustic, in the reconstructed field [19] . These artifacts and the twin image of the reconstructed field are both clearly visible in the volumetric reconstructions of colloidal spheres and a copper-oxide nanorod [11, 20] in Figs. 1(a) and (b) , respectively. Together with the physically meaningful propagation of light downstream from the sample, they obscure regions of interest in the reconstructed volume, and thus can hinder particle tracking.
The majority of these problems can be resolved by deconvolving the reconstructed light field with the point spread function of the reconstruction scheme. Previous reports [12, 13] have used point-spread functions for particular objects in an effort to optimize detection resolution. By contrast, we use the intensity of the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld propagator itself as the basis for a deconvolution kernel because it minimizes reconstruction artifacts for arbitrarily shaped objects and suppresses cross-talk from multiple scattering centers.
Deconvolution is most easily performed with the Fourier convolution theorem
whereK ( A deconvolution kernel based on the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld propagator offers benefits relative to point-spread functions targeted to specific objects [12] . It is general and requires no calibration step. The deconvolved reconstruction tracks focal caustics in the scattered field, rather than yielding impulses at presumed scattering centers [19] . The same reconstruction therefore can be used to track multiple objects in heterogeneous samples without requiring foreknowledge of the objects' shapes, sizes or compositions. For objects with dimensions comparable to the wavelength of light, furthermore, this presumably means that bright regions in the deconvolved reconstruction also track the shape, size, position and orientation of the object [5, 11] . These quantities then can be recovered by analyzing moments of the three-dimensional intensity distribution [21] . A similar analysis is used to track objects in a volume deconvolved with a targeted point-spread function. The impulse-like response in that case, however, can subtend less than one voxel in the reconstruction, and thus can hinder sub-voxel tracking resolution.
Tracking Brownian objects as they diffuse enables us to measure the accuracy and resolution attainable with holographic deconvolution microscopy [5, 11, 21, 14, 15] . The apparent meansquare displacement of a colloidal sphere freely diffusing alongr j ,
increases linearly with time according to the familiar Einstein-Smoluchowski result, but is offset by the measurement error ε j for centroid location along that axis [21] . In this, we assume that the camera's shutter is fast enough that motion blurring may be ignored [14, 15, 16] . The data in Fig. 2 (a) were obtained for a 0.8 µm diameter colloidal polystyrene sphere (Bangs Laboratories, lot number 912) diffusing in water at room temperature, T = 296 K. The three single-axis diffusion coefficients, D j = 0.615 ± 0.157 µm 2 /s are consistent with each other and also are consistent with the Stokes-Einstein result D = k B T /(6πηa p ) given η = 0.89 cP and using the radius a p = 0.428 ± 0.001 µm obtained from Lorenz-Mie characterization [3] . Consistency among the three diffusion coefficients confirms that the sphere was far enough from the walls of the sample container that hydrodynamic coupling may be ignored. The fit values for the centroid tracking errors, ε x = 6 ± 1 nm, ε y = 7 ± 1 nm and ε z = 10 ± 1 nm, are a factor of two smaller than the corresponding errors obtained with Rayleigh-Sommerfeld reconstruction without deconvolution [5] . They approach the resolution obtained with Lorenz-Mie fits to the same holograms [5] . Although both the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld reconstruction and the subsequent deconvolution are numerically intensive, they can be far less costly than Lorenz-Mie fitting, particularly when multiple particles are in the field of view. Unlike fitting to Lorenz-Mie theory, holographic deconvolution does not yield high-resolution measurements of sphere radius or refractive index. The estimated axial position, furthermore, includes a systematic offset that depends on the size and composition of the object [5] . This complicates measurements of three-dimensional separations. Any such concerns are offset, however, by the generality of holographic deconvolution microscopy, which requires no foreknowledge of an object's shape or composition.
For instance, the nanorod's deconvolved reconstruction in Fig. 1(d) (Media 1) features a roughly cylindrical volume of length L = 5.0 ± 0.3 µm, whose length remains unchanged through a sequence of 5,000 snapshots as the nanorod rotates in three-dimensions. It is tempting to identify the center of this cylinder with the nanorod's position, and the orientation of its axis with the nanorod's orientation. Figure 2(b) shows the mean-squared displacement
of the orientational unit vectorŝ(t) obtained in this way. The nanorod's apparent orientation and center-of-mass position r(t) are extracted from the deconvolved reconstruction using a peak-tracking skeletonization algorithm originally developed [11] to analyze volumetric reconstructions of the type presented in Fig. 1(b) . The solid curve in Fig. 2(b) is a fit to
for the rod's rotational diffusion coefficient D r = 0.094 ± 0.009 s −1 and the measurement error ε s = sin ∆θ = 0.036 ± 0.020 in the nanorod's three-dimensional orientation. The latter figure is consistent with an error of ∆θ = 1 • in the rod's orientation, which improves on previous results by more than a factor of two. The nanorod's translational diffusion is difficult to analyze in the laboratory frame because its viscous drag coefficient depends on its orientation, which is always changing [22] . In the co-rotating frame, however, its mean-squared displacement should evolve linearly in time,
when projected along and transverse to the measured orientations, respectively. The results plotted in Fig. 2 
depend on the rod's length L and diameter σ , and also on a geometric factor γ [23] . From these, we obtain L = 5.12 ± 0.025 µm, which is consistent with the optical measurement, σ = 241 ± 12 nm, and γ = 0.25. The associated tracking error for the rod's centroid is 10 nm in the plane and 50 nm along the optical axis, averaged over orientations. The success of holographic deconvolution microscopy for tracking colloidal spheres and nanorods with nanometer resolution does not necessarily extend to more general objects, particularly those with dimensions larger than the wavelength of light. The data in Fig. 1(d) show the reconstruction of a lithographically defined colloidal particle in the form of the letter "X" [24] . Crafted from polymethylmethacrylate, this dielectric particle has features roughly one micrometer across, and thus scatters the incident plane wave illumination into a pattern that depends strongly on the particle's orientation. The deconvolved volumetric reconstruction emphasizes caustics in that scattering pattern, rather than the shape itself. The same will be true of more highly structured samples such as biological cells.
These observations highlight the care that must be taken in interpreting volumetric holograms of colloidal samples, whether deconvolved or not. Highly symmetric colloids such as spheres project caustics that precisely track the particle's position, albeit with an axial offset.
Objects such as nanorods that have dimensions smaller that the wavelength of light similarly can be tracked with nanometer-scale resolution. Because the projected caustic coincides with the physical position of the particle in such cases, the measurement's accuracy can approach its precision. For all such samples, deconvolution with the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld kernel greatly simplifies the three-dimensional tracking by demphasizing extraneous features of the scattering pattern in favor of its singularities. This facilitates simultaneously tracking multiple particles, particularly when they occlude each other along the axial direction. Measurements on model samples, furthermore, demonstrate that deconvolution can substantially enhance tracking resolution compared with reconstruction alone.
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